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Model description

For the simulation of induction log lIOundinp in 3-d

conductivity strnctuus the ll.'lSumption of divergence
free electric: neldll and axial symmetric field behavioUT

is not nlid. In this case the Helmholtz eqU.8tion must
be solved for all lhree electric field components.

The total electric fidd has been separated in a pri
IIULl'y and secondary field to reach greater numerical

accuracy since the trMSmitter ca-es not so steep gra

dients in the secondary field !loS in the primary field.
Thus the following partial differential equation fOf the
secondary field Eli must be solved:

VxVxtS_k2~S+i=o (1)

with
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These t ....o l!fFects show de&rly that the negati?e Ey
field values are dominant in the vicinity of the trans
mitter.

The field distribution of the Ex-eomponent on a

vertical plane along the strike am is shown on the

right plot of Fig. 3 for a dip &n&ie of 45". In this case
the field structure remains its axial symmetry but the

field gradient perpendicular to the layer boW1dary be
eomes stronger. Conditional on the discontinuity of
the Ex-eomponent at the dipping layer boW1dary a

significa.nt decl.ination of the contourlines c-.n be ob

served in the up~r part of the layer tr&Wlition l:0n.e.

This effect become!! more important with higher con

ductivity contrastll.

What consequentt9 are implied by the dipPUl& layers
on the receiver siJtD.&l. ?
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The left plot in Fig. 3 shows delU'ly the Ull.Ct a.x.ial

symmetric field distribution of the Ey-component at

adipangleof9 =0". At a dip angle of9 = ISO (mid

dle plot) the maximwn of the p03itive electric field val·

ues (solid lines) has changed its p03ition, whereas the

maximwn of the negative electric field values (dashed

lines) holm iu p03ition.

Further, the total value of the maxirown amplitude

of the negative electric field increlL'le9 with greater dip

angles whereM the total value of the maximum ampli.

tude of the positive electric field shoWl! a even stronger
decrease with greater dip angles, These significa.nt dip

angle dependency also ean be observed for higher con

ductivity contrasts but with a weaker deerealle of the

maximum amplitude for positive field values.

(2)

The numerical solution was obtained by a finite ele

ment program pack&ge.

2-layer model with different dip angles

We have calculated the electric field components gen
erated by a vertical magnetic dipole, which wu lo
cated nelU'by the dipping layer boundary, (or dip IW'

gles ofOO,lS",30" und 45", The model space ....aIl

discretisized into 2160 tetrahedrons (Fig 1).
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An significant vertical electric field was observed in

the vicinity of the layer bOW1dary. The contourplot in

Fig. 2 show, the field distribution on a vertical plane
-along the strike am. The dip a.ngle for this model ....all

e =- 45". A fidd strueture, antisymmetrie both to the
layer bOW1d&ry and to the dipole am, was recognized.
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Therefore we have calculated the azimuthal comp<>

nent of the total electric field for a receiver coil of

r&diU!! p = 0.1 m , ....hich was located in a distance of

L = 1 m above the transmit.ter. Fig. 4 displays this

component for dip a.ngles of 0 0 ,5",15",30" IWd 45"

in dependency of the azimuthal angle. The coil pair

was located in the lower layer (""2 = 2.10- 2 Sjm) 5 m
belo.... the t'onductivity bOW1dary. Aifi,ady for small

dip angles a cosine-like field behllviour was ohserved

The I'Ullplitude of this cosine-like function inere~$

t",th with greater dip angles and ....·ith greater lay..r

conductivities. All cunes shown in this figure inter

sect the non-dipping-illyer signal (S = 0") 6l1.ctly at

t = 90" anu t = 2/0" Th..~ .. two azimuthal !Illgl~

t:letin.e the intersedion axis of the dipping lap:r.

Conelusions and future developments

It was shown that a dipping layer causes signifiC!lllt

changes in the electric field strueture, especially for

the vertical component near the layer boW1<!ary and
for the azimuthal component.

An analysi,; of the &l:Unuthal electric field compo

nent shows a strong dip angle dependence of the re
ceiver signal, resulting in a systematic modification

of the apparent resistivity. The strong correlation be
twpen dip !Illgle and IIpp&rent resistivity could be u.sed

fOT the correction of the applU'ent layer thickness.

hi th~ future IIpparenl resistivities will be cll.1culated

for realistic" induction tools (e.g. 6FF40j. The re

sults Ilte applieable for induction soundings both in

the KTB drillhole and in other drill holes with mod
eratf' mud condlletivity.
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Model description

For the simulation of induction log soundings in 3-d
conductivity structures the assumption of divergence-
free electric fields and anal symmetric field behaviour
is not valid. In this case the Helmholtz equation must
be solved for all three electric field components.

The total electric field has been separated in a pri-
mary and secondary field to reach greater numerical
accuracy since the transmitter causes not so steep gra-
dients in the secondary field as in the primary field.
Thus the following partial differential equation for the
secondary field £ s must be solved :

VxVx -P  + / = 0 (1)

with
k2 = iu>p(<r — iwe) (2)

and

f :=  >u»p[(<rm - - (<r - . (3)
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Figure 3 : Contourplot of  the Ey-component on a vertical plane in dip direction for

dip angles of 0* (left) and 15* (middle) and of the E j  -component on a
vertical plane in strike direction for a dip angle of 45* (right); conductivity
contrast Vj /o i  = 2 .The numerical solution was obtained by a finite ele-

ment program package.

2-layer model with different dip angles

We have calculated the electric field components gen-
erated by a vertical magnetic dipole, which was lo-
cated nearby the dipping layer boundary, for dip an-
gles of 0<’ ,15n ,30° und 45°. The model space was
discretisized into 2160 tetrahedrons (Fig 1).

These two effects show clearly that the negative Ey  -
field values are dominant in the vicinity of the trans-
mitter.

The field distribution of the Ex  -component on a
vertical plane along the strike axis is shown on the
right plot of Fig. 3 for a dip angle of 45° . In this case
the field structure remains its axial symmetry but the
field gradient perpendicular to the layer boundary be-
comes stronger. Conditional on the discontinuity of
the Ex  -component at the dipping layer boundary a
significant declination of the contourlines can be ob-
served m the upper part of the layer transition zone.
This effect becomes more important with higher con-
ductivity contrasts.

What consequences are implied by the dipping layers
on the receiver signal ?

The left plot in Fig. 3 shows clearly the exact axial-
symmetric field distribution of the Ey  -component at
a dip angle of 0 = 0° . At a dip angle of 0 = 15° (mid-
dle plot) the maximum of the positive electric field val-
ues (solid lines) has changed its position, whereas the
maximum of the negative electric field values (dashed
lines) holds its position.

Further, the total value of the maximum amplitude
of the negative electric field increases with greater dip
angles whereas the total value of the maximum ampli-
tude of the positive electric field shows a even stronger
decrease with greater dip angles. These significant dip
angle dependency also can be observed for higher con-
ductivity contrasts but with a weaker decrease of the
maximum amplitude for positive field values.
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Figure i : Finite element grid built-up by 2160 tetrahe-
drons for a 2-tayer model with a dip angle of
30* .

An significant vertical electric field was observed in
the vicinity of the layer boundary. The contourplot in
Fig. 2 shows the field distribution on a vertical plane
along the strike axis. The dip angle for this model was
0 = 45°. A field structure, antisymmetric both to the
layer boundary and to the dipole axis, was recognized.
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Therefore we have calculated the azimuthal compo-
nent of the total electric field for a receiver coil of
radius p = 0.1 m , which was located in a distance of
L = 1 m above the transmitter. Fig. 4 displays this
component for dip angles of 0° . 5° , 15° , 30° und 45°
in dependency of the azimuthal angle. The coil pair
was located in the lower layer (<r2 = 2 10“ 2 S /m)  5 m
below the conductivity boundary Already for small
dip angles a cosine-like field behaviour was observed.
The amplitude of this cosine-like function increases
both with greater dip angles and with greater layer
conductivities. All curves shown in this figure inter-
sect the non-dipping-layer signal ( 0  =0° )  exactly at
$ = 90° and $ — 270° These two azimuthal angles
define the intersection axis of the dipping layer.

Conclusions and future developments

I t  was shown that a dipping layer causes significant
changes in the electric field structure, especially for
the vertical component near the layer boundary and
for the azimuthal component.

An analysis of the azimuthal electric field compo-
nent shows a strong dip angle dependence of the re-
ceiver signal, resulting in a systematic modification
of the apparent resistivity. The strong correlation be-
tween dip angle and apparent resistivity could be used
for the correction of the apparent layer thickness.

In the future apparent resistivities will be calculated
for realistic induction tools (e.g. 6FF40). The re-
sults are applicable for induction soundings both in
the KTB drillhole and in other drill holes with mod-
erate mud conductivity.
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